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Celebrate Our New Fellows!!!
As we reimagine life following an unprecedented year, large 
face to face gatherings remain a challenge...Let’s reinvent 
our Fête this year and lean into our knowledge gained on the 
power of virtual connections. 

Let’s celebrate our new Fellows! Details on p.2.

Allison Ewing, FAIA, is the founder/partner at Hays+Ewing Design 
Studio in Charlottesville.

As architect and leader, Allison Ewing advances sustainability through 
design, implementation and advocacy - both within and beyond the 
architectural profession - by modeling change in the building industry 
with solutions both visionary and practicable.

Kathleen O. Frazier, FAIA, is co-founder of Frazier Associates in 
Staunton.

Kathleen Frazier has revitalized the historic heart of communities 
in Virginia and nationwide for the past forty years, transforming 
attitudes toward the built heritage through her dedication to historic 
preservation, economic revitalization, and community engagement.

Brian J. Frickie, FAIA, is principal at Kerns Group Architects in Falls 
Church.

Brian Frickie delivers aspirational, enduring, and inspirational leadership 
across the AIA at all levels. His visionary activism and collaborative, 
participatory style uphold the profession’s stature, elevate the 
organization’s relevance, and empower individual architects as leaders.

Kathleen M. Galvin, FAIA, is the owner of Galvin Architects in 
Charlottesville.

Kathleen M. Galvin synthesizes her work as an architect, citizen 
and elected official, to create just, healthy places; build sustainable, 
connected communities; and end poverty, while inspiring young 
architects to answer the call to serve.

David A. Keith, FAIA, is the chief executive officer and design principal 
at Hanbury in Norfolk.

David Keith champions a model of practice driven by continuous 
talent development, creating a thriving culture of design excellence 
and transforming the firms that he leads and the communities and 
campuses in which he works.

Daniel J. Lemieux, FAIA, serves as Principal and a Director for Wiss, 
Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. in Falls Church.

Daniel Lemieux has led the advancement of building science in 
architecture throughout his over 25-year career in professional practice 
and as a thought-leader in the development of international technical 
design and construction standards.

David H. Peabody, FAIA, is the owner of Peabody Architects in 
Alexandria.

David Peabody pioneers passive and zero-energy building in the United 
States. Through practice, advocacy and collaboration, he advances the 
design profession’s leadership in the transition to an economy built on 
connected, energy-positive buildings.

Alice J. Raucher, FAIA, is the architect for the University of Virginia.

As an architect, educator, and design leader of two internationally 
recognized university campuses, Alice Raucher consistently strives 
to build community through her commitment to innovative campus 
planning, historical relevance, and architectural design excellence.

Welcome & Congratulations …
to each of you for your exceptional work and your 
achievement.

Thank You …
for the significant contributions you have made to the 
profession and to society.

Class of 2021
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Submit articles or photos 
for consideration to:
jrathbone@hewv.com

The purpose of the College 
of Fellows is to stimulate a 
sharing of interests among 
Fellows, to promote the 
purposes of the Institute, 
to advance the profession 
of architecture, and to be of 
ever-increasing service to 
society.

Upcoming:

Fellows 
Fête
April 10, 2021

A’21
AIA Conference on 
Architecture
June 2021
All-digital 
Conference

Class of 2020
Our region’s Fellows class of 2020 was recognized in regional, 
state, and national publications; however, their announcement 
occurred at a time filled with uncertainty and cancellations. 
We will celebrate both classes and we hope you can join in 
this double celebration for our region!

R. Corey Clayborne, FAIA, is the Executive Vice President of AIA 
Virginia.

What the jury had to say:  Corey Clayborne creates a dramatically 
more diverse and sustainable leadership pipeline to the profession by 
accelerating the transition of students into practice, reshaping the path 
toward licensure, and empowering young architect to leave a legacy.

Robert L. Easter, FAIA, is the President of KEI Architects in Richmond 
and Chair, Department of Architecture at Hampton University.

What the jury had to say:  Robert Easter is a passionate and successful 
advocate for diversity and inclusion in the profession. His activism and 
leadership, including service as NOMA president, inspires a stronger 
learning environment for students and emerging professionals.

H. Randolph Holmes, Jr., FAIA, is the President and Senior Principal 
at Glavé & Holmes Architecture in Richmond.

What the jury had to say:  H. Randolph Holmes is an artist and 
historian, both visionary and curatorial. Long admired for his dedication 
to honoring the finer attributes of architectural classicism, Randy 
creates environments and spaces that elevate the human spirit.

Gregory L. Rutledge, FAIA, is Design Principal and Historic Architect 
for Hanbury in Norfolk.

What the jury had to say:  Gregory Rutledge is recognized by clients, 
peers and international colleagues not only for his design philosophy 
and technical expertise in preservation but for the power of his 
projects to contribute to and revitalize communities.

W. Kenneth Wiseman, FAIA, is Design Principal for Cannon Design in 
Washington, D.C.

What the jury had to say:  In designing inventive, high-performance 
sports facilities for Olympic and collegiate athletes across North 
America, W. Kenneth Wiseman has created new conceptual models 
and planning standards now adopted by sports institutions worldwide.

Fellows Fête
Region of the Virginias
Our Fête Tradition has been to gather around food and drink 
and celebrate our new Fellows. May that Tradition Continue!

Celebrate
Class of 2020 & Class of 2021
Saturday April 10, 2021
6:00pm - 8:30pm

Chef Antwon Brinson
Culinary Concepts AB
Chef Brinson will guide us through our virtual cooking 
experience. Prepare to enjoy an immersive, interactive 
experience as you work virtually alongside a world-class 
chef to craft our meal.

RSVP
AIA Virginia Website
https://www.aiava.org/celebrate-fellows-fete/

Evening Agenda
Welcome 6:00pm
Introduction of 2020 & 2021 Fellows
Annual Fellows Photo - Zoom :)
Cook & Dine 6:45pm
Dinner & Conversation

Logistics
Prior to the dinner, participants 
will receive an event update with 
a zoom link, a list of ingredients to 
purchase, and a list of prep work, if 
any. Special dietary needs can be 
accommodated.

Questions? Email:
jrathbone@hewv.com

 Chef Antwon Brinson

Special Thank You to Chef 
Brinson & Culinary Concepts 
AB for participating as a 
sponsor for our Fête.


